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Preface

Bern, 1905. The new century starts with a revolution. A young examiner
in the local patent office and freshly graduated doctor in experimental physics
structures, summarizes and interprets the thoughts and findings of some of the
leading physicists at the time: Ernst Mach, James Maxwell, Henri Poincaré
and Hendrik Antoon Lorentz. The result shall not be less than a revolution
in the understanding of our world and one of the biggest successes of science.

Albert Einsteins theory on special relativity was published in the german
physics journal Annalen der Physik in September 1905. His thoughts about
space and time led him to another striking publication just two month later.
It deals with the equivalence of matter and energy. The resulting formula
became the most known formula of physics

E = γmc2 .

Its simplistic beauty and momentous consequences inspired and enchanted not
only scientists but also the broad public down to the present day.

It is this equivalence of energy and matter that makes the foundation on which
modern particle physics is based. It allows particle physicists to study the ele-
mentary substructures of our world by colliding highly accelerated subatomic
particles. The energy released in these collisions can transform into matter
creating different, exotic particles, unveiling the fundamental building blocks
of our universe. The energy densities that are reached in modern particle
accelerators mirror the ones of the universe at its very early stage, less than
trillionths of a trillionths of a trillionths of a second after the Big Bang. Sup-
ported by ample detailed studies of particle collisions with increasing energies,
physicist were able to develop a comprehensive model of our world throughout
the last decades. However, major questions still remain to be answered. For
example: What is the origin of dark matter and dark energy? Why did matter
dominate over antimatter? Where do the particle masses come from?

2011, Geneva. Only 130 km south-west of Einsteins small apartment in Bern,
the birthplace of the mentioned revolution, a global collaboration of particle
physicists is preparing to pave the way for new discoveries, deeper insights in
the nature of our universe and maybe, another revolution.
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